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Chapter 231: Meet at the Tenth Level 

Liu Yan was immersed in the joy of rebuilding his physical body. 

There were three improvements, the perfect foundation of the physical body, the Extraordinary Five 

Senses, and the Superior Element Affinity. 

Any one of them was a huge improvement, not to mention combining all three. 

After rebuilding his physical body, Liu Yan’s attributes increased significantly. His strength had increased 

by 30-40%. 

In the future, Liu Yan would have greater increases in talent. He now had a limitless future. 

Liu Yan didn’t dare to imagine how strong he would become after he had fully grown. 

At this moment, Wu Hua’s voice interrupted Liu Yan. 

“Why are you smiling? Aren’t you ashamed of being naked?” Wu Hua said unhappily. 

Liu Yan recovered from his joy. Only then did he realize that he was still naked. 

Fortunately, only Liu Yan and Wu Hua were in the depths of the core origin stone. It would be awkward 

if there were other people present. 

Wu Hua threw over a set of clothes that he had randomly found. His face also revealed a look of joy as 

he said, “Hurry up and put it on. It seems that the reconstruction of your physical body went really well. 

Does your strength improve a lot?” 

Liu Yan took it and hurriedly put it on. Hearing Wu Hua’s question, he nodded excitedly and said, “Not 

bad. I’m very grateful to you and Principal Zhong. The improvement is huge. This is simply amazing.” 

Previously, Liu Yan had guessed that the reconstruction of the physical body and the creation of a 

perfect foundation this time would bring him improvement in strength. 

However, Liu Yan had never thought it would bring such tremendous improvement. It was a little too 

strong. 

Seeing this, Wu Hua knew that everything was going smoothly. He nodded his head with some 

gratification and said with a smile, “I’m glad everything is going smoothly. There’s no need to thank 

Principal Zhong and me. You worked very hard, so you deserved it. Keep training, and improve your 

strength well. Improving yourself one step at a time is the best way to repay principal and yourself.” 

“Definitely!” 

Liu Yan was full of confidence. 

In the past, Liu Yan was extremely strong with his SSS-grade talent. Now that he had built a perfect 

foundation and reconstructed a perfect body, he was like a tiger with wings. Liu Yan was confident in his 

future. He would definitely grow into an expert. 



At this moment, Wu Hua’s face was filled with smiles, but in his heart, he sighed. Principal Zhong Yuntian 

had sacrificed a lot to help Liu Yan. Wu Hua hoped that Liu Yan would not let Principal Zhong down. 

However, Principal Zhong had instructed Wu Hua not to tell Liu Yan about his overdraft of his strength, 

nor could he tell anyone else. Wu Hua promised Principal Zhong, so he would not tell Liu Yan now. 

“Oh right, where is Principal Zhong? I haven’t thanked him properly yet.” Liu Yan asked. 

Wu Hua’s expression changed slightly, but he quickly regained his calm. He said indifferently, “This 

morning, the military officer on the eleventh level of the Tower came down. He had something 

important to do. Principal Zhong has left the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform and is 

heading to the front line.” 

“What? He’s heading to the front line? Didn’t Principal Zhong get injured and his strength regressed? 

Why is he heading to the front line again? Isn’t it a bit risky?” Liu Yan was a little surprised and worried 

about Principal Zhong. 

Wu Hua sighed, “He knows the risk too, but the situation at the front line is special. After Principal 

Zhong learned that he was needed at the front line, he returned to the front line without hesitation. By 

the way, he left a video for you. You can watch it.” 

Wu Hua sent the video to Liu Yan through the smart wristband. 

Liu Yan used the smart wristband to create a virtual image and watched it. 

In the video, Principal Zhong did not mention the difficulties that he had encountered when Liu Yan was 

rebuilding his body. Instead, Principal Zhong smiled and looked relaxed. Principal Zhong told Liu Yan that 

the process of rebuilding the body was extremely smooth. He had recognized Liu Yan’s willpower. 

Principal Zhong also believed that Liu Yan, who had rebuilt his body and built a perfect foundation, 

would obtain a perfect talent. His cultivation path would be even smoother in the future. He hoped that 

Liu Yan could maintain his original intention and continue to grow. 

In addition, Principal Zhong only said that the situation at the front line was not too optimistic. So, they 

needed Principal Zhong to return to the front line. They wanted Principal Zhong to be the commander. 

Therefore, he would be protected. 

In addition, Principal Zhong told Liu Yan that if he wanted to join the army, do his best for the 

Federation, and contribute to the human race. Then, he could only go up to the tenth level of the Tower. 

Only after reaching the tenth level of the Tower would he be able to grasp the terrifying power of the 

laws of time and space. 

Liu Yan had some understanding of this. Above the superior elements, there was also the power of the 

laws. 

However, the power of the laws was something that only top-notch experts had the chance to grasp. 

As long as one could grasp any kind of power of the laws, they could become a top-notch expert. They 

could influence the future of the human race and play a crucial role in the fate of the human race. 



Finally, Principal Zhong told Liu Yan that he was looking forward to the day when Liu Yan truly grew up. 

He would keep waiting for Liu Yan’s arrival there. 

After Liu Yan watched the video, he went silent. 

Although Principal Zhong looked relaxed and said carefreely, Liu Yan could still sense that something 

was wrong with the detail. It was obvious that the front line was more dangerous. Principal Zhong only 

said this so that Liu Yan wouldn’t worry. 

Liu Yan also looked forward to the power of laws, but that was something he could only be concern after 

he reached the tenth level. 

At first, Liu Yan didn’t have many feelings for Principal Zhong. He was more likely to use Principal 

Zhong’s resources and help to increase his strength. 

But after spending time together, Liu Yan gradually developed some feelings for Principal Zhong. 

It was hard not to be moved by Principal Zhong’s selfless spirit. 

Liu Yan looked at Wu Hua and asked, “The front line should be very dangerous, right? Even if Principal 

Zhong is so powerful and the commander, he will still encounter danger, right?” 

Wu Hua hesitated for a moment in front of Liu Yan, but he did not lie. The current Liu Yan was strong 

enough to tell him more things. 

Wu Hua nodded and said, “That’s right. The situation at the front line is ever-changing. All kinds of 

situations can occur. Even if Principal Zhong is well protected, he is not completely safe. Therefore, I will 

wait for you to finish reconstructing your physical body before I head to the front line. If nothing 

unexpected happens, we will meet on the battlefield on the tenth level.” 

Liu Yan was silent for a moment when he heard this. Soon after, he nodded and said, “All of you can rest 

assured. I will definitely grow stronger. We will meet on the tenth level of the Tower.” 

“Good. That is very good. I am also looking forward to that day.” Wu Hua revealed a smile as he said. 

After which, Wu Hua gave some simple instructions. After which, he bid farewell and left. He was 

prepared to head to the front line of the battlefield on the tenth level of the Tower. 

Meanwhile, Liu Yan, who had completed the reconstruction of his physical body and the creation of the 

perfect foundation, returned to his villa. 

After two months of arduous cultivation to create the perfect foundation, Liu Yan had finally completed 

it and gained a lot. 

Chapter 232: The Fourth Level of the Tower 

When Liu Yan returned to the villa, the three women were chatting in the living room. 

When they heard the noise, the three women looked over. 

When they saw Liu Yan, the three women were stunned. 

At a glance, they could still recognize Liu Yan, but he looked different. 



Liu Yan had grown a lot taller. His appearance had also undergone slight changes, so he looked more 

handsome. 

Besides, Liu Yan’s skin was white and transparent, looking like a pearl. 

“Liu… Liu Yan? Why have you changed so much?” Luo Qingcheng exclaimed in surprise. 

The three women also walked toward Liu Yan. As they approached, they carefully sized up Liu Yan. 

“Brother Liu Yan has changed a lot. He has become much more handsome and taller.” Chu Long sighed. 

Murong Xue’s face was filled with disbelief. She stepped forward and directly touched him. 

“What?” Liu Yan felt extremely strange and pushed Murong Xue away. 

Murong Xue smiled and said, “His little face is so fair. He can be a pretty boy now. Hahaha!” 

Luo Qingcheng couldn’t help but nod in agreement, “Indeed. Hahaha.” 

At this moment, Liu Yan was not like an ordinary man. He was even whiter than almost all the women. 

Liu Yan heard Murong Xue’s teasing and unhappily exposed his arm. His muscles looked really fine. 

Liu Yan slightly exerted force, and the veins on his arm bulged, full of terrifying power. 

Murong Xue, who was smiling just now, was suddenly stunned and said in surprise, “Did you increase 

your strength again?” 

Luo Qingcheng was also a little surprised at this time. During this period, Liu Yan always acted 

mysteriously. They had been curious about what kind of special training he was doing, but Liu Yan had 

never told them about it. 

During this period of special training, they could clearly feel that Liu Yan’s strength was increasing at a 

terrifying speed. 

Now, it seemed that Liu Yan’s special training had made impressive progress. 

When Liu Yan heard this, he smiled mysteriously and said, “My strength did increase a little. It’s only 

increased by 30-40%!” 

The three girls were stunned. 30-40% of strength? Only 30-40% of strength? 

During this period, Murong Xue’s strength had increased the fastest among the three girls. After all, 

Murong Xue’s talent in martial arts was the best. In addition, she trained days and nights, It showed her 

dedication to becoming stronger. 

Even so, Murong Xue’s strength had increased by 30% during this time. It was already a huge increase. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan’s strength was already strong. Logically, Liu Yan would not have much 

improvement. But in reality, it was not the case. 

Previously, Liu Yan had already been continuously increasing his strength so he was already very strong. 

In these few days, he increased his strength by 30-40% again. The increase was really terrifying. 



“What have you experienced? How did you manage to increase your strength by so much?” Luo 

Qingcheng asked in surprise. 

During this period, she learned a lot of knowledge in the Command School. She knew the difficulty of 

increasing her strength. 

A method like Liu Yan’s to increase his strength by 30-40% in a short time was not recorded in the books 

at all. What Liu Yan did must have normal people’s standards. 

Murong Xue also said with a face full of anticipation, “Quick, tell me how to train. I want to increase my 

strength too!” 

Chu Long also stared at Liu Yan with a face full of curiosity. 

Although she did not pay much attention to increasing her strength, she was a healer after all. It was not 

easy to increase her strength quickly, let alone increase her combat strength. 

However, she had never heard of a method that could increase her strength so much in one go. At this 

moment, she was extremely curious. 

Liu Yan looked at the three curious women helplessly. He shook his head and said, “I am the only one 

who can practice that cultivation. I have to go through great hardships to succeed. Moreover, I only 

have one chance to do that. You guys are unable to carry out this kind of special cultivation anymore. 

The specific content of the cultivation is also classified. I am unable to tell you guys.” 

Upon hearing this, Murong Xue immediately sighed with some disappointment. Although she was clear 

about these principles, she was still somewhat dispirited. She was disappointed that she could not have 

such an improvement. 

Luo Qingcheng understood that Liu Yan’s situation was very special. Only Liu Yan could carry out such 

training. 

Liu Yan asked again, “Oh right, I saw what you were talking about just now. You looked very serious. 

What were you talking about?” 

Hearing this, Chu Long said directly, “We were talking about the vice principal’s appointment and the 

upcoming merger of the Towers. We are going to the fourth level of the Tower to train.” 

“The fourth level? Hurry up and tell me about it.” 

Liu Yan had been rebuilding his new physical body for the past few days, so he wasn’t clear about the 

news and the situation outside. When he learned that the fourth level of the Tower was about to open, 

he immediately became interested. He quickly brought the three girls to sit in the living room and talked 

about the recent situation. 

Liu Yan had also completed his training in the Lighthouse Academy. Although he didn’t go to the four 

great schools much and only learned some simple knowledge, it was barely enough. 

After all, the division of labor was different. In the end, Liu Yan’s main focus was to increase his combat 

power. 



Forging equipment, commanding, and supporting logistics were things that Liu Yan didn’t need to 

consider for the time being. Currently, Liu Yan had to consider the most was to grow step by step and 

increase his strength. He would continue to strive for higher levels until he reached the tenth level of 

the Tower. Then, he would meet Principal Zhong, Wu Hua, and the others once again and become a top 

human expert. 

Liu Yan chatted with the three girls for a while and knew what happened recently. 

First, Principal Zhong Yuntian had suddenly left Lighthouse Academy for some unknown reason. They did 

not know where he had gone. It was said that there was some secret matter that only the higher-ups of 

Lighthouse Academy knew. 

Liu Yan knew why Principal Zhong left. Principal Zhong Yuntian had gone to the front line battlefield on 

the tenth level. 

After Principal Zhong Yuntian left, Lighthouse Academy naturally needed someone to manage it. 

The front line was important, but the academy at the back was equally important. After all, it was the 

cradle of the new awakened ones. It was responsible for nurturing the new generation of students, and 

there were many future experts. 

After Principal Zhong left, Vice Principal Lan Jinqiu took over, managing the matters of Lighthouse 

Academy. 

Three days later, they would start the journey to the fourth level of the Tower. 

The weaker freshmen of the Lighthouse Academy would be able to stay in the upper house of 

Lighthouse Academy to continue their cultivation and increase their strength. When the next round of 

climbing the Tower opened, they would proceed to climb the Tower. 

As for the stronger freshmen, they would naturally follow the stronger seniors to go to the fourth level 

together. 

At that time, the Tower would undergo another merger. 

They would merge with another academy, Gifted Academy. 

The Lighthouse Academy and the Gifted Academy were equally famous. They were both top academies 

on the Blue Planet and belonged to the Federation of the Blue Planet. 

The two academies were both allies and competitors. 

Rumor said that the two academies had been fighting for the title of the strongest academy for many 

years. The competition was very intense. 

This time, there would be fierce competition between Lighthouse Academy and Gifted Academy. 

Chapter 233: To the Weapon School Again 

Liu Yan chatted with the girls for a while. 

He had a rough understanding of the current situation. 



Simply put, the fourth level of the Tower was about to open in three days. 

At that time, it would merge with the Gifted Academy. At that time, the results of the Tower climbing to 

the fourth level would become the point of competition between the two academies. 

However, the specific content and method of the Tower climbing would still be known three days later. 

These three days were the last crucial preparation time for the many students of the Lighthouse 

Academy. 

After three days, they would begin to climb the Tower. At that time, they would not cultivate as 

comfortably as they usually did in the lighthouse academy. 

Of course, not all the students would choose to climb the Tower this time. The weaker ones would wait 

until the next time. 

However, Liu Yan and the others had decent talent and strength, so they would choose to climb the 

Tower this time. 

Liu Yan had just built a perfect foundation, so he was confident in his strength. He desperately wanted 

to climb the Tower, so there was no need for him to continue staying in the Lighthouse Academy. 

With Liu Yan’s current talent and strength, if he continued to increase his strength in the Lighthouse 

Academy, the increase in his strength would be relatively limited. 

Moreover, Liu Yan had the SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction. He could increase his strength faster by 

fighting the awakened ones and fierce beasts in the Tower. 

Luo Qingcheng was eager to find her sister. It would be best if she could climb the Tower as soon as 

possible. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long’s strength was already pretty good. During this period, they had also made 

some progress in their respective academies. It was time for them to leave. 

Liu Yan and the three girls chatted for a while more. After that, they had a simple meal and went to bed 

early. 

In the last three days, everyone would be busy. They did not have much leisure time. 

The next morning. When Liu Yan woke up, the three girls had already left. They had all gone to do their 

own things. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan was relatively free. He had finally completed his perfect foundation. At this 

time, Liu Yan could relax for a while. 

Liu Yan thought for a moment. There was not much to do in these three days. He just needed to go to 

the Weapon School and see the equipment. 

A while ago, Liu Yan gave a lot of precious ores to Ling Feng and asked him to forge equipment. 

Now that a few days had passed, Liu Yan believed that Ling Feng had already forged something. 

Liu Yan headed straight for the Weapon School. 



When he arrived at the office of the vice principal of the Weapon Academy, he did not find Ling Feng. 

After asking the staff, he found out that Ling Feng had been in his forging room for the past few days. No 

one had seen him for a few days. 

After asking for the address, Liu Yan rushed over. 

Liu Yan could hear the continuous knocking sounds coming from the forging rooms. 

Under their hammering, all sorts of ores were becoming even tougher, turning into all sorts of weapons 

and defensive equipment. 

Hot steam filled the entire forging room. 

Liu Yan saw that these students were sweating profusely. It was extremely tiring, and Liu Yan couldn’t 

help but sigh. These students were also working extra hard. 

The students who ascended the Tower had superior talent and strength. Besides, they also had strong 

equipment to help them. 

These strong equipment pieces could only be obtained by the hard work of the students at the back. 

Liu Yan knew that besides the hard work of the students at the back who forged the equipment, there 

were also many logistics and support staff. 

Everyone had their own duties in the Tower, and everyone was doing their best. 

The strong awakened ones rushed to the front and took risks to climb the Tower. On the other hand, the 

weak ones did all kinds of support and logistics to help the awakened ones at the frontline. 

Liu Yan walked all the way to the deepest part of the building. After passing through a long corridor, he 

finally arrived at Ling Feng’s forging room. 

After all, he was the vice principal of the Weapon School and one of the best blacksmiths. His forging 

room was separated from all the other forging rooms, so it was much quieter here. 

There was a strong man standing guard in front of the forging room. 

Liu Yan had seen the guard when he was looking for Ling Feng. He was Ling Feng’s assistant. His physical 

strength was stronger, and his cultivation was higher. His name was Shi Wanshan. 

Shi Wanshan knew Liu Yan. When he saw Liu Yan, he said indifferently, “Vice Principal Ling is helping you 

forge weapons. If you want to see him, you can only wait outside. No one can disturb him.” 

“Okay.” Liu Yan nodded and waited patiently at the side. 

In any case, Liu Yan did not have anything else to do during these three days. The only thing he needed 

to do was to get weapons and defensive equipment from Ling Feng. 

At this moment, Liu Yan could not help but feel excited. He wondered what equipment Ling Feng would 

be able to forge for him this time. 



Last time, Ling Feng said that it was not difficult to forge two or three pieces of A-grade equipment that 

were suitable for Liu Yan and the others. There was even a chance to forge the S-grade equipment. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan had the Divine Extraction. With Divine Extraction, he could upgrade an A-

grade equipment to S-grade equipment. A few S-grade weapons could give Liu Yan, Murong Xue, and 

the others a decent upgrade. 

If Ling Feng could forge S-grade equipment, Liu Yan could upgrade it to SS-grade equipment with Divine 

Extraction. 

Liu Yan had never even seen SS-grade equipment before. 

The two S-grade weapons he had now were already extremely powerful. If he could forge an S-grade 

weapon, it would be terrifying. 

Liu Yan waited patiently. He waited until the sky turned dark, but Ling Feng did not come out. 

Liu Yan looked at Shi Wanshan helplessly and asked, “Vice Principal Ling isn’t coming out?” 

“I don’t know.” Shi Wanshan said calmly. 

“…” 

Liu Yan asked again, “Is Vice Principal Ling not coming out for dinner? How long has he been in there?” 

Shi Wanshan thought for a moment and said, “Almost ten days.” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan immediately realized the crux of the matter. 

Previously, when Shi Wanshan asked Liu Yan to wait outside, Liu Yan thought that Ling Feng would come 

out after a while. Worst case scenario, Liu Yan estimated that he would wait until night. 

Only now did Liu Yan know that Ling Feng had been in there for almost ten days. 

Ling Feng started to forge right after Liu Yan gave him that batch of rare ores. He had been forging until 

now for almost ten days, but he never came out. 

Now, Liu Yan had no idea when Ling Feng would come out. 

Liu Yan felt a little helpless. If Ling Feng didn’t come out in two days, he wouldn’t be able to make it. 

At that time, Liu Yan had to go to the fourth level of the Tower. He didn’t have time to wait here. 

The next time he came to the third-and-a-half-level of the Tower, he didn’t know how long it would be. 

However, he couldn’t rush this matter. Liu Yan knew that forging high-grade equipment required a lot of 

time, even for an extremely powerful forger like Ling Feng. 

With no other choice, Liu Yan could only return. He could not get any results even if he continued to 

wait. 

However, Liu Yan had nothing else to do with this matter. At this moment, Ling Feng was probably at a 

critical stage of forging and could not be disturbed by anyone. 



The only thing Liu Yan could do was pray that Ling Feng could forge the equipment within these two 

days. There was nothing else he could do. 

Chapter 234: The Final Moment 

At night, in the villa. 

Liu Yan and a few other women were having dinner while chatting. 

They were discussing their harvest from the Lighthouse Academy during this period. They also discussed 

the preparations they needed to make in the last few days. 

Murong Xue was in a good mood, and her face was full of smiles. 

During this period, Murong Xue had gradually come to an understanding. Previously, she had always 

wanted to surpass Liu Yan. But in the end, she could not surpass him at all. Instead, the gap between 

them had become bigger and bigger. 

It had caused Murong Xue to suffer a severe blow, and she was a bit blue. 

And after witnessing Liu Yan’s terrifying combat strength in the top hunting ground last time, Murong 

Xue came to a realization. She no longer compared herself to Liu Yan, but herself. She would continue to 

improve herself. There was no need to be concerned about Liu Yan’s improvement speed. 

Murong Xue’s face was full of joy as she said, “During this period, I’ve learned a few combat skills in the 

Combat Technique School. My strongest one is an A-grade combat skill. I’ve already mastered it and use 

it in actual combat too. The other few combat skills I’ve chosen are all B-grade and C-grade combat 

techniques. I can’t bite off more than I can chew. I don’t have enough time to learn many A-grade 

techniques. After learning these B-grade and C-grade techniques, my combat strength will also be very 

good.” 

When Chu Long and Luo Qingcheng heard this, they immediately felt a little admiration. The awakened 

ones would need a long time to master an A-grade combat technique. 

However, Murong Xue had only spent a month of hard training and had already mastered it. She was 

indeed a rare martial arts genius. 

“I had increased many levels too. During this period, I have gained more than ten levels. I have now 

reached level 32. During these two months in Lighthouse Academy, my strength has increased quite a 

lot.” Murong Xue said again. 

Liu Yan was also slightly surprised when he heard this. He hadn’t expected Murong Xue to increase her 

grade so quickly. 

However, according to Liu Yan’s understanding, most of the first batch of new students had reached 

around level 30. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan had the advantage of a higher level when he had just entered Lighthouse 

Academy. 



However, in the past two months, he had been busy building a perfect foundation for his cultivation 

path and hadn’t had the time to increase his level. 

Liu Yan fell behind in terms of level. He was still level 20, the same level when he enrolled in the 

Lighthouse Academy. 

However, Liu Yan did not care about this. Strength was the most important thing, and the level was not 

that important. 

In the past two months, Liu Yan had a great harvest. 

His reconstructed body, strength, and talent had far surpassed his previous body. Also, his strength had 

increased by quite a bit. The most important thing was naturally the increase in talent, which would 

bring great growth to Liu Yan in the future. 

Liu Yan had also made a huge improvement in combat skills. In the Bizarre Plane, Liu Yan suddenly 

learned many S-grade skills and A-grade skills from the members. His combat strength had increased 

tremendously. 

Liu Yan, who had the SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, was simply incomparable in this aspect. 

After that, Chu Long and Luo Qingcheng also talked about the situation between the two of them. 

1 

Because Chu Long’s talent was very good and she was in a rare job class, she naturally received a lot of 

training and resources in the Logistics School. 

Under the training, Chu Long also learned a lot of powerful skills. 

Under the resources, Chu Long also reached level 30. It could be said that she had used all kinds of rare 

medicines to forcefully increase her level. 

Luo Qingcheng and Chu Long’s situation was similar, but most of what she learned was the various 

knowledge of the Command School. In some aspects, it could also play a significant role. 

In the remaining two days, the three girls were finishing up. 

However, the three girls were somewhat helpless because they did not have great equipment. 

When they entered the school, the school had given them good equipment. 

However, their strength had increased rapidly, and their level had also increased rapidly. As a result, the 

current equipment could not keep up with their strength. 

And at this time, if they wanted to change their equipment, they could only change equipment by 

themselves. 

However, high-grade equipment had always been incomparably expensive. Moreover, the three female 

occupations were all quite special, so it was difficult for them to find powerful equipment suitable. 

“I heard that the Weapon School has a lot of great equipment. We might be able to get some from 

there. But recently, the vice principal of the Weapon School, Ling Feng, has been busy with something. 



We can’t see him. Without his permission, it would be very difficult for us to obtain high-grade 

equipment from the Weapon School.” Luo Qingcheng said somewhat helplessly at this moment. 

Murong Xue also sighed and said helplessly, “I don’t lack money, we can’t find good equipment. I can’t 

buy any good equipment, especially equipment that’s suitable for us.” 

Chu Long was more optimistic. She said indifferently, “Actually, it doesn’t matter. It’s easier to get good 

equipment in the Tower. I think the other students’ equipment is not as good as ours. Don’t worry too 

much.” 

When Liu Yan heard them talking about equipment, he immediately thought of Ling Feng. 

If Ling Feng had finished forging all the equipment, there should be high-grade equipment suitable for 

them. 

After all, Liu Yan had specifically told them that if they had high-grade equipment suitable for their class, 

they could forge it with enough materials. 

However, Liu Yan was not sure how late Ling Feng could finish forging the equipment. Liu Yan was not 

even sure if he could get the equipment before he left for the fourth level. He could only wait helplessly. 

Since Liu Yan wasn’t sure about this matter, he couldn’t tell the three girls in advance. 

The next morning. 

Liu Yan once again arrived at the Weapon School. However, he still couldn’t wait for Ling Feng to come 

out from morning to dusk. 

The forging room was still flickering with flames. It was obvious that the forging was still in progress. 

However, Liu Yan also noticed that the flames in the forging room were even more intense than the 

previous day. He could even feel the high temperature coming from inside. 

With such signs, it meant that the equipment pieces should be done soon. Perhaps Ling Feng would be 

able to complete the forging and come out of the forging room very soon. 

On the third and final day, Liu Yan once again rushed to the forging room of Ling Feng and waited 

patiently. 

Two days ago, Liu Yan was still a little anxious, but at this moment, Liu Yan became calmer. 

Everything could only depend on fate. It would be best if he could get it, but it was fine if he couldn’t 

make it in time. 

In any case, the equipment served as support. Their strength was the most important. 

The forging room was constantly filled with noises. The noises were loud, but it didn’t seem like the 

forging had ended. 

Liu Yan waited until dusk. Then, he saw that the noises in the forging room hadn’t stopped and that the 

forging hadn’t ended. He thought that Ling Feng wouldn’t be able to finish the forging in time and 

planned to leave. 



It seemed that this batch of equipment could only be given to the Lighthouse Academy. Liu Yan and the 

three ladies would not have the chance to use them. 

However, just as Liu Yan turned around and took two steps, he heard the continuous commotion in the 

forging room. Following the final loud noise, the entire forging room fell silent. 

“It can’t be such a coincidence, right?” Liu Yan turned around in surprise and looked at the main door of 

the forging room. 

At this time, the door of the casting room was slowly pulled open. 

Chapter 235: Full Harvest 

The door of the forging room slowly opened, and Ling Feng slowly walked out. 

However, Ling Feng’s gaze was no longer as sharp as before. He no longer had that sword-like aura that 

was unsheathed. He looked a little weak and exhausted. 

Seeing this, Shi Wanshan, who was at the side, hurriedly went up to support Ling Feng. 

“Vice Principal Ling, it’s been twelve days, and you haven’t stopped forging for twelve days straight. 

You’re pushing yourself too harsh.” Shi Wanshan said worriedly. 

In order to forge high-grade equipment, many blacksmiths had to keep working. They couldn’t rest 

during the forging process, and they couldn’t even sleep during the forging process. 

Their goal was to keep forging and to prevent the materials from cooling down, so they could forge high-

grade equipment. 

High-grade equipment not only had harsh requirements on the materials, but the forger had to be very 

experienced. 

For example, Ling Feng had been forging continuously day and night for twelve days. 

A normal person would not be able to withstand two days of hard work. The awakened ones would only 

be able to last a few more days. They would not be able to forge continuously day and night for twelve 

days. 

However, forging high-grade equipment required strength, precision, and timing. 

At this moment, Liu Yan saw how exhausted Ling Feng was. He could not help but admire Ling Feng for 

continuously forging for twelve days. At the same time, he felt a little guilty. 

After all, Ling Feng was forging equipment for Liu Yan. That was why he worked so hard. He did it for Liu 

Yan. 

Liu Yan came in front of Ling Feng and said guiltily, “Vice Principal Ling, you’ve worked too hard.” 

At this moment, Ling Feng barely managed to catch his breath. He waved his hand and said weakly, “It’s 

okay, I’m glad. It’s my honor to be able to forge so many high-grade equipment pieces. I’m too tired to 

introduce you to the equipment. You can go in and check it yourself. Keep whatever is useful to you. I 

believe some of them should be useful to you.” 



Liu Yan thanked him again. Then, he did not continue the small talk. He entered the forging room and 

counted the equipment this time. 

The forging room that had just finished its long-term forging was still extremely hot. 

Only Liu Yan had the A-grade skill, Flame Control, so his heat resistance was relatively high. If it was an 

ordinary person, their skin would have long been scalded. 

On the central stage of the forging room, there were all sorts of weapons and defensive equipment piled 

up, emitting a dazzling light. 

Just by looking at the color, it was already quite extraordinary. 

Liu Yan hurriedly went forward and looked through them one by one. 

After looking through them, Liu Yan was a little surprised. 

Among this pile of various types of equipment, more than half were B-grade equipment. B-grade 

equipment was still extremely powerful. The students could gain their combat power by equipping 

them. 

Other than that, there were also a few pieces of A-grade equipment and a piece of S-grade equipment. 

The S-grade equipment undoubtedly attracted the most attention from Liu Yan. It was a pair of gloves, 

which seemed to be made of special material. 

And the gloves were also the equipment that Liu Yan needed the most. Liu Yan hurriedly checked the 

information of the only S-grade weapon. 

[ Raging Flame Gloves ] 

Grade: S 

Description: Attacks are imbued with the power of flames. Even a casual punch has terrifying power. If 

one can use the power of fire elements to be extremely powerful, it will explode with even more 

terrifying power! 

Effect: Attack + 5,000 

After Liu Yan finished looking at the effect, he was quite satisfied. 

The gloves were just ordinary S-grade weapons. It was incomparable to the two S-grade weapons that 

Liu Yan had obtained after using Divine Extraction. 

However, this was an original S-grade weapon. If Liu Yan used Divine Extraction, he should have had a 

chance to upgrade it to SS-grade. 

The power of any single SS-grade weapon was unimaginable. 

Especially after Liu Yan’s Divine Extraction was upgraded, most S-grade weapons and above would also 

have the God’s Effect, which would greatly increase their power! 



Liu Yan looked at the remaining few pieces of equipment. From the few pieces of A-grade equipment, he 

chose one suitable for the three ladies. 

The rest of the equipment pieces were not weak, but they were somewhat dispensable to Liu Yan. 

After checking, Liu Yan only saw one intermediate storage ring that was more useful to him. 

Currently, Liu Yan was still using the elementary storage ring he had obtained from the first level of the 

Tower. The space was gradually running out, so he could upgrade it. 

After accepting the intermediate storage ring and a few pieces of equipment, Liu Yan walked out of the 

forging room. 

At this moment, Ling Feng had rested for a while. After eating a little, his complexion had slightly 

improved. Although Ling Feng was still weak, he could at least stand and speak without problems. 

When Ling Feng saw Liu Yan walk out of the forging room, he immediately asked with some anticipation, 

“How is it? Are you satisfied with your harvest this time?” 

Liu Yan immediately nodded and bowed slightly in gratitude, “Vice Principal Ling, I’ve troubled you too 

much this time. The equipment you forge can bring great help to me and my friends. We appreciate 

your help.” 

Previously, when Liu Yan had troubled Ling Feng to forge the equipment through this batch of rare ores, 

he did not know many details. Later, Liu Yan learned that forgers usually charged fees for forging 

equipment, and it was not cheap. 

Especially when forging equipment of such a high grade, it was extremely taxing on the mind and 

stamina of the forger. It was extremely taxing, and the price was sky-high. 

Previously, Liu Yan didn’t know about this at all, so he didn’t bring it up. It was equivalent to Ling Feng 

forging a batch of equipment for Liu Yan for free. 

Although Liu Yan had provided a large number of rare ores, some of the equipment forged would even 

be given to the academy, so it was beneficial to the academy too. 

However, Ling Feng did not mind helping Liu Yan at all. Liu Yan was extremely grateful in his heart. 

At this moment, Ling Feng waved his hand and said indifferently, “Why are you saying this? I am willing 

to help you. Moreover, you can provide so many rare ores. It is also beneficial to me. After forging so 

many high-grade equipment pieces in seclusion this time, I feel that my forging skills have improved a 

lot. I also have to thank you.” 

After chatting with Ling Feng for a while, Liu Yan decided to leave. After all, it was getting late. Liu Yan 

still needed to head to the fourth level of the Tower tomorrow. 

Before Liu Yan left, Ling Feng handed a heavy bag to him, saying that it was the reward for the extra rare 

ores. 

At this moment, Liu Yan only wanted to leave this place as soon as possible, so that he could find a place 

to use Divine Extraction to upgrade his equipment. Liu Yan was extremely eager to see the powerful 



effects of his first SS-grade weapon, so he didn’t pay much attention to it. He immediately took the bag 

and returned to his sports car. 

Chapter 236: Blue Flame Gloves 

After Liu Yan returned to his car, he quickly took out a few pieces of high-grade equipment. 

Liu Yan first took out the S-grade Raging Flame Gloves. 

Although it was only relatively ordinary S-grade equipment, Liu Yan could not help but exclaim at its 

strength when he was holding it. 

The seemingly small and thin gloves were quite heavy in the hands. 

Liu Yan currently possessed terrifying strength. He could feel their weight when he held the gloves in his 

hands. It showed the gloves were extraordinary. 

The awakened ones of the same level would likely not hold the Raging Flame Gloves. They would not be 

able to use it. 

For a martial arts prodigy like Murong Xue, she would probably be able to hold it, but she would not be 

able to use it flexibly. 

Immediately after, Liu Yan used his SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, on the S-grade Raging Flame 

Gloves. 

A white light landed on the Raging Flame Gloves, and the Raging Flame Gloves immediately underwent 

some visible changes. 

The color of the Raging Flame Gloves changed from yellow, which was the same color as the flames, to 

white, making it look extremely holy. 

At the same time, the weight of the gloves suddenly increased by two to three times. Liu Yan could feel 

it become even heavier. At this moment, Liu Yan could barely hold it even with his super strong 

strength. 

At the same time, a notification appeared in front of Liu Yan. 

[ Divine Extraction of Raging Flame Gloves (S-grade) is successful. Congratulations on obtaining: Blue 

Flame Gloves (SS-grade)! ] 

Seeing the notification from Liu Yan, he was overjoyed. As expected, he had succeeded. He had 

upgraded an S-grade weapon to an SS-grade weapon! 

In the entire Lighthouse Academy, there was probably not a single student who could possess an SS-

grade weapon. 

Even those teachers, principals, and even principal-level characters would find it difficult to possess SS-

grade weapons! 



According to Liu Yan’s understanding of the current situation, the defense equipment and weapon of 

the students in Lighthouse Academy were only around C-grade. The outstanding students could only 

reach B-grade or A-grade. 

Nobody in the Lighthouse Academy could get the S-grade weapons and defense equipment. 

However, at this moment, Liu Yan possessed an SS-grade weapon! 

Any single SS-grade weapon would bring about an unimaginable improvement. 

Especially according to Liu Yan’s previous experience, after the Divine Extraction, as long as it was an S-

grade weapon or an S-grade weapon or defensive equipment, it would have a powerful God’s Effect. 

Liu Yan was instantly filled with anticipation. He hurriedly checked the information on the SS-grade Blue 

Flame Gloves. 

[ Blue Flame Gloves ] 

Level: SS-grade 

Description: It has terrifying blue flame damage. Every punch has the power to destroy the world. 

Rumor has it that the Blue Flame Gloves have a mysterious hidden attribute. 

Effect: Attack + 18,000, fire damage increased by 50% , fire resistance increased by 50% 

God’s Effect: Blue Flame Strike (can store normal firepower and condense it into the ultimate blue 

flame. It can burst out during battle!) 
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After Liu Yan finished reading the Blue Flame Gloves, he only had one feeling in his heart. It was 

overwhelming and intimidating! 

The Blue Flame Gloves, which was an SS-grade weapon, did not bring many effects. It was not flashy, 

only a few simple ones. 

However, every single one of them was incomparably terrifying and ridiculously powerful. 

If the user’s attack was increased by 18,000, the terrifying attack power would probably be even 

stronger than the full-strength attack of almost all the students in Lighthouse Academy. In other words, 

this effect could allow any ordinary student to possess the attack power of the current top geniuses of 

the academy. 

Of course, the prerequisite was the students could use the Blue Flame Gloves. 

The currently heavy Blue Flame Gloves, Liu Yan could only barely use them. 

He estimated that he would have to activate the strength amplification skill, Earth Power before he 

could use them flexibly. 

If even Liu Yan, who possessed such terrifying strength, could not fully use the gloves, let alone the 

others. 



The remaining two effects of the Blue Flame Gloves were also extremely terrifying. Fire damage and 

resistance were increased by 50% respectively, which was a huge increase. 

It also meant that when Liu Yan used the A-grade skill, Flame Control, or shot arrows with fire attributes, 

he would receive a huge buff. 

Lastly, the God’s Effect. It stored ordinary firepower, condensing it into extreme firepower. The blue fire 

produced an explosion. 

It was equivalent to condensing ordinary firepower into a small explosion, and the effect was 

ridiculously strong. 

Liu Yan could store more firepower he didn’t use into the blue flame and burst it out in battle. It was an 

extremely good combat skill. 

After all, it was an SS-grade weapon, and the effect was ridiculously strong. 

Liu Yan predicted that with the Blue Flame Gloves, his overall combat strength would increase by at 

least 30% or even more. 

Other than that, in the introduction of the Blue Flame Gloves, it was said that the Blue Flame Gloves had 

hidden attributes. It made Liu Yan curious, but he had no way of knowing. He could only slowly explore 

it in the future. 

Then, Liu Yan looked at the newly obtained intermediate storage ring. 

[ Intermediate storage ring ] 

Storage space: medium 

Storage area: three meters 

After wearing it, Liu Yan checked it. The so-called intermediate storage space was about 100 square 

meters and about ten meters in height. It was ten times the size of the previous elementary storage 

ring. 

On the other hand, the storage area reached three meters. 

The previous elementary storage ring did not have this attribute. Only objects that came into contact 

with it could be put into the storage ring. Now, it was much more convenient. There was no need to 

touch it at all. 

Liu Yan also used his SSS-grade skill, Divine Extraction, on the intermediate storage ring. 

A white light landed on the intermediate storage ring, and a notification appeared in front of Liu Yan. 

[ Divine Extraction of intermediate storage ring (A-grade) successful. Congratulations: advanced storage 

ring (S-grade)! ] 

Liu Yan checked the effects of the advanced storage ring. 

[ Advanced storage ring ] 



Grade: S-grade 

Storage Space: Advanced 

Storage area: 10 meters 

God’s Effect: Teleportation (can teleport once within a 100-meter radius. Currently, it can be used three 

times a day!) 

Liu Yan saw the effect of the advanced storage ring and was extremely satisfied. 

The storage space was increased by another ten times. This way, Liu Yan would no longer worry about 

the storage ring not having enough space. He could store a lot of things. 

The storage area was also increased to ten meters. The distance was not small, and Liu Yan could 

directly store things not far away in the storage ring. 

Liu Yan could not help but think if he was fighting, could he directly store his opponent’s things, such as 

weapons, in the storage ring? Liu Yan did not know if it was feasible. If it were indeed feasible, it would 

undoubtedly be a mind-breaking strong move. It seemed that he could try it when he was free. 

Moreover, the advanced storage ring also had a God’s Effect, which surprised Liu Yan. 

Previously, only weapons that had been upgraded to S-grade could obtain a God’s Effect. He did not 

expect that functional equipment that had been upgraded to S-grade could also get a God’s Effect. 
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The range of the teleportation skill was not small, covering a radius of a hundred meters. 

If it was used during a battle, it might be able to produce unexpected effects during critical moments. 

Although teleportation could be used three times a day, it was meant to use during special critical 

moments. It was enough to use it sparingly. 

Liu Yan did not plan to use this teleportation skill casually. He wanted to use it as a trump card. It would 

be a life-saving skill in a dangerous situation. 

Following that, Liu Yan equipped his advanced storage ring and put everything into it, including the Blue 

Flame Gloves he had just obtained. 

Although the Soft Blade Boxing Gloves were only A-grade, they could not be compared to the SS-grade 

Blue Flame Gloves. 

However, at the moment, Liu Yan could not use the Blue Flame Gloves easily daily. It would affect his 

movements, and it was too heavy. 

Only when he used the Earth Power during battle and obtained strength amplification could he use the 

Blue Flame Gloves easily and flexibly. 



In addition, the Blue Flame Gloves were too eye-catching, so it was better to put them in his storage ring 

for the time being. 

Although the grade of the Soft Blade Boxing Gloves was relatively low, it was still A-grade. It was not 

weak either. 

It would become invisible when the user wore it. If one did not look carefully, one would not notice it at 

all. Plus, it would be more convenient to wear it on. 

At this point, the two pieces of equipment that Liu Yan had obtained this time had also been upgraded. 

Although there were only two pieces of equipment, each of them was extremely powerful. They could 

give Liu Yan a great boost to his combat power. 

Following this, Liu Yan looked at the equipment given to the three ladies and used Divine Extraction to 

upgrade them. 

The three pieces of equipment given to the three ladies were all A-grade equipment. They were the 

equipment that Liu Yan had picked out from the pile of equipment that was the highest level and most 

suitable for them. He believed that they would be more useful to them and would be of great help to 

them. 

After the upgrade was completed, Liu Yan looked at the equipment given to the three ladies. 

[ Rock Shield ] 

Level: S-grade 

Effect: Defense + 7,000! Increases the power of earth elemental skills by 20%, physical defense by 20%, 

and attribute defense by 10%! 

God’s Effect: Block (temporarily increases defense by ten times, lasts for ten seconds, can be used three 

times a day!) 

[ Holy Robe ] 

Level: S-grade 

Effect: Defense + 3,000! Casting speed increased by 20%, healing rate increased by 20%, and control skill 

time increased by 20%! 

God’s effect: Golden Rain (AOE support healing skill, can greatly increase the defense of friendly players 

within a 100-meter radius, healing friendly players) 
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[ Wind Speed Boots ] 

Grade: S rank 

Effect: Defense + 1,000, movement speed + 3,000, increases agility by 20% 

God’s effect: Ghoststeps (greatly increases movement speed and agility within 10 seconds) 



Liu Yan could give the Rock Shield to Murong Xue. Its effect was quite good, and it was also compatible 

with her class. 

Adding the S-grade boxing gloves that Liu Yan had given her on the third level of the Tower, Murong Xue 

got a boost in her offense and defense. Her overall combat strength was quite good. 

While the Rock Shield was powerful, it was also compatible with Murong Xue. It increased her defense 

and earth-elemental skills. It was undoubtedly very compatible with Murong Xue’s Rock Pugilist class. 

Next, the Holy Robe was compatible with Chu Long. It had a pretty good buff in defense. At the same 

time, it increased casting speed, healing ability, and control time. It could vastly increase Chu Long’s 

healing and support abilities. At the same time, it could also increase Chu Long’s defense to ensure her 

safety. 

Its God’s Effect was a powerful AOE healing and support skill. It could play a great role in group battles. 

Liu Yan believed that with this Holy Robe, Chu Long’s healing ability and ability to influence the battle 

situation would be raised to another level. 

The last gift to Luo Qingcheng was the S-grade Wind Speed Boots. Although it could not bring any 

increase in combat strength, it increased the user’s speed. It would have a superb function for non-

combat personnel like Luo Qingcheng. 

Its God’s Effect was similar to the Ghoststeps skill that Liu Yan had. A substantial increase in speed could 

be of great help to Luo Qingcheng at critical moments. 

After the three pieces of equipment had undergone the Divine Extraction, they had all been upgraded to 

powerful S-grade equipment with God’s Effect. They were much stronger than ordinary S-grade 

equipment. 

Only the three ladies had a good relationship with Liu Yan and even had a ‘skin-to-skin relationship’ with 

him. Otherwise, Liu Yan would not be willing to give these three S-grade equipment pieces to them. 
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Any S-grade equipment would cause a huge sensation on the market, let alone three pieces. 

However, these three S-grade equipment were still far from the new SS-grade weapon that Liu Yan had 

obtained. These three pieces of equipment were not as powerful as Liu Yan’s ashen fire fist gloves. 

This time, Liu Yan had also obtained a fruitful harvest from the vice principal of the Weapon Academy, 

Ling Feng. 

Four pieces of A-grade equipment and one S-grade weapon had been upgraded to four pieces of S-grade 

equipment and one terrifying SS-grade weapon after Liu Yan’s Divine Extraction. It was undoubtedly a 

significant upgrade for Liu Yan and the others. 

It was getting late, and Liu Yan hurriedly drove back to the villa. 

When he returned to the villa, the three women had already finished eating and were chatting. When 

the three women saw that Liu Yan had returned, they were more or less dissatisfied. 



Chu Long complained unhappily, “Brother Liu Yan, why did you come back so late?” It was already the 

last night. Initially, they had agreed to have a gathering because they would enter the fourth level of the 

Tower tomorrow. “Currently, we don’t know anything about the situation on the fourth level of the 

Tower. When that time comes, we might have to separate.” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan finally remembered this matter. 

After all, they were going to enter the fourth level of the Tower tomorrow. From tomorrow onwards, 

the four of them might have to separate and temporarily act on their own. 

Therefore, the few of them also agreed that they would finish their matters today and return to the villa 

earlier to have a good gathering. 

Liu Yan was busy with the matter of the equipment in the Weapon School. So, he completely forgot 

about this matter and came back late. 

Luo Qingcheng felt a little regretful, but she did not say anything. 

Murong Xue was not happy, and Liu Yan’s behavior triggered her fierce temper. She walked up and 

pointed at Liu Yan, berating him, “Liu Yan, you think you’re super strong now, right? Your strength has 

improved so quickly, so you don’t take us seriously, right? Let me tell you, if you make me unhappy, I will 

tell everyone about what happened that night. That night, you were…” 

Murong Xue was halfway through her words, but Liu Yan covered her mouth. 

Hearing Murong Xue mention what happened that night, Liu Yan felt like his head was about to explode. 

Seeing this, Chu Long blinked her big eyes and asked innocently, “What happened that night? What is 

Sister Murong Xue talking about?” 

Luo Qingcheng, who was standing at the side, had a strange look on her face and said, “Nothing much. 

It’s adults’ matters.” 
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Murong Xue broke free from Liu Yan’s hand and said snappily, “What? You’re too embarrassed to admit 

what you have done?” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan couldn’t help but feel a headache. This woman’s personality was too fierce. 

However, Liu Yan was too lazy to explain. He took out the Rock Shield from his storage ring and handed 

it to Murong Xue. He said indifferently, “I came back late because I was busy, okay? This one is for you. 

Take a look.” 

The moment Liu Yan took out the Rock Shield, Murong Xue’s gaze was completely attracted by the Rock 

Shield. She couldn’t shift her gaze away at all. 

Murong Xue had been lacking a powerful shield recently. 

Although she had the S-grade boxing gloves that Liu Yan had given her previously, she was still a Rock 

Pugilist. She focused on her defense. 



Even if Murong Xue had the S-grade gloves, she needed a powerful shield. 

However, it was extremely difficult to find a high-grade shield. Murong Xue was not short of money, but 

after searching through the academy and the black market, she still could not find any shield she liked. 

Murong Xue took a glance at the Rock Shield in Liu Yan’s hand. She immediately felt that it was a high-

grade shield. Judging from its color, it was better than all the other shields she had seen during this 

period in Lighthouse Academy. 

Murong Xue hurriedly used her smart wristband to check the information of the Rock Shield. She saw 

that it was an S-grade shield. Its effects were extremely powerful, and there was even a God’s Effect. 

Murong Xue immediately exclaimed, “Wow, this is too powerful. It’s an S-grade shield!” 

Chu Long and Luo Qingcheng also came up to check the information about the Rock Shield and were 

immediately shocked. 

An S-grade shield with God’s Effect. The effect was ridiculously powerful. 

“Is this the effect of an S-grade shield? It’s too powerful. With this shield, Sister Murong Xue’s defense 

can be improved a lot.” Chu Long said happily for Murong Xue. 

Luo Qingcheng also nodded slightly. She said, “It’s not an ordinary S-grade shield. It has God’s Effect. I 

remember that the information said that only some SS-grade equipment would have God’s Effect. 

Normally, only SSS-grade equipment would have God’s Effect. How could an S-grade shield have God’s 

Effect? It’s simply too powerful.” 

Murong Xue played with the huge Rock Shield. The entire shield was about the same size as her. She 

could hide behind the shield and dodge all kinds of attacks. 

After playing with it for a while, Murong Xue became more fond of it. She looked at Liu Yan with some 

surprise. “Are you sure you want to give this shield to me? This is an S-grade shield with God’s Effect. If it 

is sold in the market, it would be a piece of priceless top-tier equipment. It’s incomparably precious.” 

Liu Yan sighed helplessly, “Didn’t I say that I give it to you? No matter how precious it is, I will give it to 

you. Who asked me to have a good relationship with you?” 

Murong Xue was overjoyed when she heard about Liu Yan. She rushed forward and kissed Liu Yan. 

Chu Long was stunned and shy when she saw the scene. 

Luo Qingcheng was also a little surprised. She did not expect that Liu Yan would give such a precious S-

grade shield to her. 

Luo Qingcheng was also happy for Murong Xue, but she couldn’t help but feel a little disappointed. After 

all, she was the first one to have an intimate relationship with Liu Yan. Logically speaking, her 

relationship with Liu Yan was closer. 

Then, Liu Yan took out the Wind Speed Boots and the Holy Robe and handed them to Luo Qingcheng 

and Chu Long respectively. 

“Don’t just stand there, you two also have one. This one is for you.” Liu Yan said indifferently. 



Luo Qingcheng was stunned for a moment. Then, she took them with a face full of surprise. 

The special material of the Wind Speed Boots was as light as a feather in her hand. It was extremely 

magical. 

When Luo Qingcheng checked the effect of the Wind Speed Boots, her face was full of shock. She didn’t 

expect it would be a piece of S-grade equipment with God’s Effect. The effect was heaven-defying, and it 

was useful to her. 

Luo Qingcheng mainly focused on the direction of command. Therefore, she did not need equipment to 

increase her combat strength because she played a supporting role in battle. 

And the Wind Speed Boots were undoubtedly very suitable for her. 

“Is this really for me?” Luo Qingcheng looked at Liu Yan in disbelief. 

The relationship between Luo Qingcheng and Liu Yan was not bad, and they even had skin-to-skin 

contact. However, this S-grade equipment was too precious. At this moment, Luo Qingcheng also did 

not dare to believe it. 

“Of course.” Liu Yan replied with a faint smile. 

Upon hearing this, Luo Qingcheng was instantly thrilled. She was a bit overwhelmed. She didn’t know 

what to say to thank Liu Yan. She could only remember this kindness in her heart and repay Liu Yan in 

the future. 

On the other side, Chu Long was also very fond of the new Holy Robe. 

Compared to Murong Xue and Luo Qingcheng, Chu Long had known Liu Yan since they were young. They 

were really close. Without thinking, she changed into the Holy Robe on the spot. Her cute face was full 

of joy. She was so happy that her little face was red. 

“Thank you, Brother Liu Yan. I like this Holy Robe!” Chu Long said happily. 

In the villa, the three girls smiled happily. 

The equipment that they each received could bring them a significant improvement. 

At the same time, it also made them less afraid of the fourth level of the Tower. 

Their talent was not bad, but they were going to the fourth level with their seniors. Their strength was 

about the same as these seniors, and they did not have the lead compared to their peers. Hence, they 

were a little afraid and worried about going to the fourth level of the Tower. 

However, after obtaining Liu Yan’s powerful equipment, the three girls were much more confident in 

their strength. They felt much more at ease. 

After the three girls were happy, they started to equip or put away their newly obtained equipment. 

After calming down slightly, Murong Xue could not help but look at Liu Yan in puzzlement and asked, 

“Liu Yan, these three S-grade equipment are too powerful. How did you get them? And don’t you need 

to use them yourself? Are you really giving them all to us?” 



Luo Qingcheng also looked at Liu Yan when she heard that. She even knew the shocking power of these 

three S-grade equipment pieces with the God’s Effect. Even though Liu Yan was important to the 

Lighthouse Academy, the Lighthouse Academy wouldn’t give Liu Yan these three powerful pieces of 

equipment. 

Even if the Lighthouse Academy could produce such powerful three pieces of equipment, it was still a 

problem. 

Chu Long’s heart was a lot more relaxed. She was still playing with the Holy Robe and did not pay 

attention to the conversation over here. 

Facing the doubts of the two women, Liu Yan did not explain too much and directly said, “Don’t ask any 

more questions. Just take it and use it well. But take good care of it. Try not to leak it out or be noticed 

by others.” 

Hearing that, Luo Qingcheng nodded slightly and said, “An S-grade equipment is enough to cause the 

evil deeds of our compatriots. We won’t leak out our wealth. Of course, we can’t tell them we have such 

powerful equipment.” 

Hearing Liu Yan’s words, Murong Xue also felt it was very reasonable and nodded. 

Seeing that, Liu Yan also relaxed. This way, they would not be in trouble because of these S-grade 

equipment pieces. 

Luo Qingcheng was worried that Liu Yan did not have better equipment. Liu Yan secretly laughed in his 

heart. One SS-grade weapon was more powerful than ten S-grade equipment. 

Chapter 239: The Rules of the Fourth Level of the Tower 

 

The next morning. 

Liu Yan brought Murong Xue and the other two girls to the square of the upper house of Lighthouse 

Academy. 

The sky had just brightened, but many students already gathered there. 

Today was the grand day for these students who were climbing the Tower. Today was the day the fourth 

level of the Tower opened. 

Liu Yan and the other three had a simple breakfast. They also came to the crowd and waited patiently. 

“I wonder what the fourth level of the Tower looks like. There has been no news at all.” Murong Xue 

said curiously. 

Chu Long also had a curious look on her face, “They will reveal the rules after the Tower opens and 

begins to merge.” 

Luo Qingcheng knew more in the Command School. At this time, she calmly said, “I know a little. 

According to the previous rules, the fourth level of the Tower is the simplest and easiest level. Although 



there will be some slight changes every time, there is no significant change. If we do our best, there 

shouldn’t be any problems.” 

Hearing Luo Qingcheng’s words, Murong Xue and Chu Long felt more at ease. 

At this time, the crowd that was still discussing earlier gradually quieted down. 

On the stage, a middle-aged man with a stern face walked out. 

The middle-aged man did not say a word and just stood there quietly. However, his imposing manner 

was full of killing intent. The students below instantly quieten down. 

At this time, Liu Yan also looked at the middle-aged man on the stage with some curiosity. Through the 

A-grade perception skill, Omniscient Insight, Liu Yan could sense the powerful aura of the middle-aged 

man. 

Without a doubt, the middle-aged man on the stage was extremely powerful. He was even much 

stronger than the previous head of the new students and the vice principal of the four great schools. 

Compared to Principal Zhong Yuntian’s profound and unfathomable abilities, he might not be as 

powerful as this middle-aged man. Zhong Yuntian’s aura was stable, while the aura of the middle-aged 

man on the stage was aggressive. Everyone was shocked by his intimidating aura. 

Other than his powerful strength, what made Liu Yan even more surprised was that the middle-aged 

man in front of him had powerful killing intent. 

It was the murderous aura of a warrior who had been on the battlefield for a long time and had been 

stained with blood countless times. 

For students like Liu Yan, even if they had killed many fierce beasts on the first three levels of the Tower, 

they would not have this kind of murderous aura. They were not on the same level at all. 

“What a strong aura!” Murong Xue also stared at the middle-aged man on the stage with surprise. 

At this time, Luo Qingcheng explained, “He is Lan Jinqiu, the deputy principal of Our Lighthouse 

Academy. After the principal left, he took over the management of the Lighthouse Academy. He used to 

be one of the principal’s underlings and had fought in the higher levels of Tower before. He came to the 

Lighthouse Academy to recuperate because he was injured. Later, he will return to the front line of the 

battlefield.” 

Hearing this, Chu Long nodded her head, “No wonder his aura is so strong. So he’s an expert from the 

higher levels of the Tower.” 

At this moment, Lan Jinqiu looked at the students below indifferently. His gaze was calm, but he glanced 

at Liu Yan a few times as if he had paid special attention to Liu Yan. 

Immediately after, Lan Jinqiu looked at the students in the square again. He slowly said, “The fourth 

level of the Tower is about to open. Those who want to climb the Tower, be prepared. Those who are 

not prepared to climb the Tower, leave quickly. The fourth level of the Tower will open on time in one 

hour, and the merger will start!” 



His calm voice was full of vigor. 

When the students below heard this, some were nervous, some were excited, and some were looking 

forward to it. 

Many students had entered the upper house of Lighthouse Academy to increase their strength and 

strive for the higher level of the Tower. 

The students e now had a certain level of confidence in their own strengths. They felt they were ready 

before they dared to ascend the Tower. 

A small portion of the people sent their friends off and said their goodbyes. Then, they left one after 

another. 

The remaining people who were left behind were naturally all the people who wanted to climb the 

Tower this time. 

Seeing that the people who should have left had already left, Lan Jinqiu also made some 

announcements about this time’s climb. 

“Every climber, the fourth level of the Tower can be considered as one of the easier levels among the 

many levels of the Tower. As long as you have the corresponding strength, you can generally easily pass 

the fourth level of the Tower, so there’s no need to be too nervous.” 

“The fourth level of the Tower is different from the previous Tower world. The fourth level is a test.” 

“Your respective instructors will lead you to the five altars to conduct five tests where your abilities will 

be tested.” 

“Each test will have 200 points, and the five tests will have a total score of 1,000 points. Those who have 

reached the final score of 600 points will pass the test. You will be able to pass through the fourth level 

of the Tower and head to the higher levels of the Tower to train.” 

“Those who fail will not be in danger, but you are not allowed to go up. Those who fail will return to the 

Lighthouse Academy and repeat their grades. They will continue to train and increase their strength, 

waiting for the next opportunity to ascend the Tower.” 

“The score for this test will not only be used for the evaluation and comparison between the students. It 

will be able to assess your strength. It will affect the value and resources that the Federation will place 

on you in the higher levels of the Tower in the future. The higher the score, the better your overall 

talent and strength. Naturally, you will receive more attention and resources in the future. Therefore, 

although this test is safe and won’t be life-threatening like the other levels of the Tower, it will not be 

easy. It will affect your future. All of you must take it seriously.” 

“Of course, apart from the fact that the marks will affect each of you, it will also have a huge impact on 

our academy.” 

“There are more outstanding students there are in each academy every year. If there are students with 

a total score of 900 points this year, then our academy will have a fruitful year. Your score will affect the 

funds and resources allocated to our academy by the Federation. You will affect the future of our 

academy as well as the future of the students after you.” 



“Therefore, this examination is extremely important to both you and our academy. I hope that all of you 

will be able to display your full strength and try your best to obtain a good result!” 

“The academy that will merge with us this time is the Gifted Academy. Lighthouse Academy and Gifted 

Academy competed with each other throughout the year. However, in recent years, the Lighthouse 

Academy has always been inferior to Gifted Academy. I hope that all of you will be able to surpass Gifted 

Academy this time!” 

“…” 

When the Tower climbing students heard Lan Jinqiu’s introduction, the senior students knew the rules. 

The new students were all a little surprised. They had never thought that the fourth level of the Tower 

would have such rules. 

It was different from the previous levels of the Tower. There was either a need to hunt fierce beasts or a 

need to survive. All of these would involve life-threatening dangers. 

Compared to the fourth level of the Tower, it was much safer. Even if their exam results were not good 

and failed, they would still be able to return safely to the academy to continue cultivating and wait for 

the next opportunity to climb the Tower. 

Lan Jinqiu said it was safe to climb to the fourth level, but it was not easy at all. 

The results of the examination would affect the future of every student and even the academy. It would 

have a great impact, especially since the competitors were also from the top-ranked Gifted Academy in 

the Federation. The students from Gifted Academy were also quite strong. In recent years, they were 

almost surpassing Lighthouse Academy. 

This time, climbing the fourth level of the Tower would have a great impact on all of them! 

Chapter 240: Changed the Rules 

After Liu Yan learned the rules of the fourth level of the Tower, he was also a little surprised. 

The fourth level had relatively easier rules. As long as the students had the corresponding strength, they 

could get a good result. One could smoothly pass the test of the fourth level of the Tower and even got a 

high score, brightening their futures. 

Although they were not clear about the specific content of the exam, it seemed to cover all aspects. As 

long as there were no problems in all aspects of strength, they would be able to pass. 

At this time, Murong Xue, who was at the side, also said with some curiosity, “The students of Gifted 

Academy are very strong. I want to see how powerful they are.” 

Compared to the nervous Tower climbers, Murong Xue was confident in her strength and was filled with 

the desire to fight. 

Luo Qingcheng nodded her head slightly. She explained, “This Gifted Academy is on par with our 

Lighthouse Academy. Both of them belong to the Blue Planet’s Federation and are two of the top 

academies. The two academies are both allies and competitors. Two academies have always been 



fighting for the title of the strongest academy. There are always fierce competitions between the 

principals, the teachers, and the students from two academies.” 

Upon hearing those words, Murong Xue couldn’t help but be filled with anticipation. 

She had already defeated every freshman of the Combat Technique School. 

The remaining ones she could not defeat were the seniors and Liu Yan. 

This time, Gifted Academy would undoubtedly allow her to have a good competition and see who was 

stronger. 

At this moment, the other tower climbers in the surroundings were also discussing among themselves. 

Some were hesitant, some were looking forward to it, and some were afraid. 

Time passed bit by bit, and very quickly, it was time. The entire plaza trembled, and the Tower merged 

successfully. 

Another school square appeared on the other side of the Lighthouse Academy’s square. 

On that square, there was a group of unfamiliar students. Presumably, they were Gifted Academy’s 

tower climbers. 

And on the other side of the two school squares, there were many huge buildings. They should be the 

examination grounds for the fourth level of the Tower. 

The two school squares were on both sides, but the platform in the middle was connected. 

On the other side of Lan Jinqiu, there was an old man. 

The old man was wearing a black robe and had short yellow hair. He looked a little strange. 

The old man had a slightly hunched back and a sharp nose. Together with his lifeless eyes, he looked a 

little gloomy. 

Especially that blind eye, which made his entire appearance seem gloomy. 

When the students of Lighthouse Academy saw this old man, they couldn’t help but feel a little afraid. 

At this moment, some senior students also started discussing in low voices. 

“This is the principal of Gifted Academy, Murakami. He is really scary.” 

“Yeah, when we climbed the Tower last year, Murakami made things difficult for the students of our 

Lighthouse Academy. This old man is really bad.” 

“Shh, keep your voice down. If he hears you, you’ll be in big trouble.” 

“We need to see this Murakami again. How annoying.” 

“Fortunately, he’s not the principal of our academy. Otherwise, we’ll be in trouble.” 

“…” 

Liu Yan was also a little surprised when he heard the discussions of the surrounding students. 



He didn’t expect that the principal of Gifted Academy would leave such a poor impression on the 

students of Lighthouse Academy. 

When Liu Yan first saw Murakami, he also felt that Murakami was a little gloomy. He didn’t look like a 

good person at all. 

But at the same time, Liu Yan also knew that the Federation would never allow a bad person to become 

the principal of Gifted Academy. Holding such an important position would affect the future of the 

students of Gifted Academy. 

In addition, there was no need to judge a person by his appearance. As for what kind of person 

Murakami was, it would depend on the follow-up. 

Many students below the stage did not like Murakami and even spoke ill of him behind his back. 

On the stage, the Lighthouse Academy’s vice principal, Lan Jinqiu, had a face full of respect when he saw 

Murakami. 

“Mr. Murakami, how have you been?” Lan Jinqiu said respectfully. 

Liu Yan was slightly surprised when he saw this. Lan Jinqiu had been to the high-level battlefields of the 

high-level Towers before, and he was naturally arrogant. Yet, he was so respectful when he saw 

Murakami. 

Perhaps, this Murakami wasn’t what he looked like on the surface, Liu Yan guessed in his heart. 

Murakami’s expression was relatively calm when he saw Lan Jinqiu’s respectful attitude. He nodded 

indifferently and said, “We don’t have time to chat anymore. Let’s get down to business.” 

“Very well.” Lan Jinqiu nodded in agreement. 

Murakami continued, “This time, we will change the rules. The exam will be different than before.” 

“Change the rules?” Lan Jinqiu looked at Murakami in surprise and asked, “May I know what is in your 

mind, Mr. Murakami?” 

The students below all had a bad feeling. 

“Why change the rules? The original rules are good enough.” 

“What is this fellow trying to do this time? It’s not a good thing.” 

“Last year, I almost succeeded in climbing the Tower. However, this old fellow stood up and questioned 

my results, causing me to fail and not succeed in climbing the Tower!” 

“I keep having a bad feeling.” 

“…” 

Murakami, who was on the stage, smiled faintly at this moment. He glanced at the many students of the 

Lighthouse Academy and immediately said, “Our Gifted Academy and your Lighthouse Academy have 

been competing over the past few years. Both of us wish to become the strongest academy in the 

Federation. However, we couldn’t decide who was the winner over the past few years. In reality, both of 



our academies are very outstanding. The students that we have nurtured are very powerful. Many of 

them have grown into true experts.” 

Lan Jinqiu nodded when he heard this. He agreed with Murakami’s point. Even though the two 

academies had always been competing over who was better, the two academies performed really well. 

Both of them were very strong. 

Murakami continued, “In reality, the educational styles of our two academies are very different. There 

are even significant differences. We have our own strengths. So, I was thinking that our educational 

methods only allowed students to receive one form of education. Does it have certain limitations and 

restrictions on the growth of the students? Is there any flaw in this educational method? This time, I 

reported it to the Education Department of the Federation. The application has also been approved, and 

we have modified the examination mechanism this time.” 

“This time, the examination will be changed to an exchange of students. That is, we will conduct the 

exchange of students. Our teachers of the Gifted Academy will be responsible for guiding the students 

of your Lighthouse Academy. As for your teachers at the Lighthouse Academy, they will be responsible 

for guiding the students of our Gifted Academy. Under such circumstances, we will be able to test 

whether these students could improve their strengths and bring them all-round development after 

receiving different education methods from different teachers.” 

“In addition, through this exchange examination, we will be able to test the flaws of our education 

methods and introduce better ways of education so that our respective academies can train their 

students in the future!” 

 


